
 

A motley crew of policemen, led by Detective Chang (Ken Leung) who are trying to catch the head of a local Triad boss, Scud (Tony Chu), discover that Hong Kong's most wanted criminal. The police are alerted when his former girlfriend Suzi Li (Maggie Q) is released from prison and heads to Hong Kong with the intent on revenge. Hong Kong police detective Kenny Chan Man-Ki travels to
Bangkok, Thailand after being invited by his Thai counterpart Major Salita Sarabat to help them take down a notorious gangster who has been terrorizing Bangkok for years. Ken is teamed up with Salita's three best officers. Along with other officers, Ken chases the gangster but he is always one step ahead of them. After their previous encounter with the gangster, Hong Kong police investigate a
mysterious case of missing girls. One girl, Lucy (Karen Lim), is found at a nightclub and another girl, Joey (Cecilia Liu), is found floating in the sea with no apparent cause of death. The two girls know each other and they both have no idea why or how they ended up at the same place. With Lucy still missing and Joey unable to fully explain what happened at the nightclub, Ching-long (Palina Udenio)
decides to bring in an expert from Scotland Yard to help them find out exactly what happened. Detective Kenny comes up with a theory that the mysterious nightclub owner Mr. Chang is involved in the incident. But when Kenny returns to Hong Kong, he receives orders to arrest Mr. Chang in Thailand for tax fraud. After an arrest warrant is issued, Kenny has no choice but to follow orders and bring
Mr. Chang back to Hong Kong for questioning. After following clues left by Lucy, Ken and his team find out that she was kidnapped by Mr. Chang's henchman in Bangkok and brought back to Hong Kong for an auction. Ken decides to pose as the buyer (a rich businessman) in order to arrest Mr. Chang when he shows up with Lucy at the auction house later that evening. Ken meets with Lucy in Mr.
Chang's illegal prison, where she tells him that she was captured by Mr. Chang's henchman while leaving the nightclub and then brought to Hong Kong to be sold at an auction. The auction is just a front for human trafficking. Before the auction, Lucy is sent back to the illegal prison because she refuses to cooperate with Mr. Chang's henchman. While talking to Lucy, Ken gets knocked out by one of
Chang's henchmen who is hiding in the room waiting for Ken to make his move against Mr. Chang. When Ken comes round he realizes that he has been chained up in a small storage room along with his fellow officers who were also knocked out by Mr. Chang's henchman. Ken quickly gets loose from his chains and frees everyone else from the storage room. Ken opens the door to find Lucy on the
other side crying out for help. He manages to free her but Mr. Chang arrives with his henchman and a shootout ensues between the police and Mr. Chang's guards. Kenny tries to stall Mr. Chang long enough for Salita, her partner and their officers to arrive, but it is too late as Mr. Chang gets away through a hidden exit with Lucy in tow, leaving Kenny and his team defeated yet again and left with
another unsolved case and another escaped criminal on their hands.
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